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Administrative
} HW3 due next Monday, 11.59 pm ET

} Friday: Mid-semester break
} No recitation
} I will hold regular office hours (3-4 pm ET, CIC 2118)



Canvas quiz
} 10 minutes



Machine Learning Pipeline – No Privacy
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Machine Learning Pipeline – No Privacy
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Central 
Aggregator

What kinds of things might get released? 
} Full model and parameters: 

} Access to model hosted on data holder’s end
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What kinds of things might get released? 
} Full model and parameters: 
} (add neural network image)

} Access to model hosted on data holder’s end

} Which of these is more powerful? 

White-Box 
Attacker

Black-Box 
Attacker



Systems’ Attack Surface

Privacy vulnerabilities 
in today’s lecture



Classes of attacks

Membership
Inference

Model
Inversion



Class 1: Membership Inference

} Led to LOTS of follow-up work in other settings



Setup
} Attacker’s goal: Determine if this record was part of the 

training dataset or not
} Metrics: Precision + Recall

Black-Box 
Classifier

Probability  Vector
0.3
0.15
0.55

= 𝑃
red
blue
green



Step 1:  Training of “shadow models”

Q: Where do we get the data for these shadow training sets? 



Step 2: Black-box Synthesis of Datasets

Target Model

Random Input
Probability  Vector
0.3
0.35
0.35

= 𝑃
red
blue
green

Approach 1:  Model-based synthesis. 
AKA  Try to generate  high-confidence samples 

Too balanced!

Update 
parameters

Probability  Vector
0.8
0.1
0.1

= 𝑃
red
blue
green

Updates are done by flipping input feature 
bits or re-sampling features. 



Step 2: Black-box Synthesis of Datasets
Approach 2: Statistics-based synthesis
A.K.A. Draw each feature according to some marginal  
distribution

Target Model
Probability  Vector
0.8
0.1
0.1

= 𝑃
red
blue
green

Input Vector
1

0

3.4

1.  Assume known 
marginals

2.  Draw new data according to 
product of marginals



Step 3: Train the attack model
} For each shadow model:

Shadow Model i

Shadow model i: 
Training set

(𝒙, 𝑦) 𝒚 =
PE(red)
PE(blue)
PE(green)

Disjoint
Dataset

“out”

“in”



Step 3: Train the attack model



Step 3: Train the Attack Model

Attack Model
𝑓(𝑦., 𝒚𝒊)

(𝑦+, 𝒚𝟏, out+)
(𝑦,, 𝒚𝟐, out,)

.

.

.
(𝑦K, 𝒚𝒏, outM)

In/Out

Compute Loss

Update 
parameters

Real
class
label

Predicted
class

vector



Results on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100

Note: Shadow models were trained 
with data from the real CIFAR dataset!



Results on (Simplified) Purchase Dataset
1. Take dataset of shopping histories over time
2. Extract 600 binary features (1 if item was purchased)
3. Cluster into consumer categories

Why did the 
authors only 

evaluate 
synthetic data 

on this 
dataset?



How effective are Membership Inference 
attacks?
} It depends

} Complexity of original dataset
} What auxiliary data you have available

} In practice, membership inference attacks are harder to 
execute than the literature makes it seem



Class 2: Model Inversion



Background 
} Warfarin – anticoagulant drug (prevents blood clots)
} Very difficult to dose

} High mortality rate due to incorrect dosage
} Too low – doesn’t treat the underlying condition
} Too high – uncontrolled bleeding

} The high variability in dosage requirements depends on 
two genes:  VKORC1 and CYP2C9

} Medical literature: these 2 genes account for >50% of 
variability in dosage requirements

} So… let’s use genetic markers to predict dosage!
} Linear regression works as well as more complicated models



This paper
} What are the risks associated with releasing such models 

trained on private data?

} Adversary is given:
} Predictive model

} Input: genotype + attributes
} Output: Warfarin dosage

} Stable Warfarin dosage for victim
} Other features of victim

} Adversary’s goal: predict genotype attribute for individual
} I.e., mutations in CYP2C9 and/or VKORC1



Setup

Dataset
𝒙 = 𝑥+, 𝑥,, … , 𝑥R

Age Weight Genetic 
Markers

𝑦 ∈ ℝ

Warfarin
Dosage

𝑥U

𝑦
𝑓(𝑥U)

Adversary observes 
subset of features:

𝑥U ⊆ 𝒙

Example: 
𝑥U = Age,Weight



Inference Algorithm
1. We have

1. Input 𝑥U. = Input 𝑥U for user i and Warfarin dosage 𝑦.

2. Trained model 𝑓 𝑥U
3. Marginals 𝑃.(𝑥.) for 𝑖 ∈ 𝐾, and 𝑃(𝑦)

2. We want
1. To predict genetic marker for that sample, say 𝑥R.

3. Find the feasible set ]𝑋 such that for all 𝑥 ∈ ]𝑋
1. 𝑥 matches 𝑥U. on all attributes in 𝐾
2. The predictions match: 𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑦.

4. Return private attribute value that maximizes

^
_∈ ]̀

a
+b.bR

𝑃. 𝑥.



Visualization of algorithm
} Example on document cam



Why is this the algorithm?
} Want the MAP estimate of hidden attribute:

𝑃 𝑥R = 𝑢|𝑥U, 𝑦 =
𝑃 𝑥R, 𝑥U, 𝑦
𝑃 𝑥U, 𝑦

=
∑_f∈ ]̀:_hij 𝑃(𝑥

k, 𝑦)
∑_f∈ ]̀ 𝑃(𝑥k, 𝑦)

Problem: we don’t know joint distribution!

Idea: Let’s use marginals

∑_f∈ ]̀:_hij 𝑃 𝑦 ∏. 𝑃(𝑥.′)
∑_f∈ ]̀ 𝑃 𝑦 ∏. 𝑃(𝑥.′)

∝ ^
_f∈ ]̀:_hij

a
.

𝑃(𝑥.′)



Results: Non-private setting

Background info:
“all” = All 𝑥. except genetic markers
“basic” = Only basic demographics (age, height, etc.)

Version of the 
algorithm we 
discussed



Now: Let’s add differential privacy!
} Two approaches: 

} Differentially-private linear regression model
} Converted data into differentially-private histograms before training

} How would you implement a DP linear regression model?
} Add noise to coefficients
} Add noise during training

} They added Laplacian noise to coefficients of the objective 
function
} Clip values to limit sensitivity
} J. Zhang, Z. Zhang, X. Xiao, Y. Yang, and M. Winslett. Functional 

mechanism: regression analysis under differential privacy, VLDB



Results with DP (Linear regression): Privacy



How do we measure utility?
} Simulate patient responses when using DP dosing 

prediction algorithm
} Current clinical state-of-the-art dosing algorithm
} Non-private regression model
} DP regression model

} Clinical trial simulator draws random patients and applies 
each approach for 90 days



Simulation results
} Relative risk: ratio of patient’s risk on new algorithm vs. 

fixed-dose algorithm



Response: Frank McSherry
} Recall: Frank McSherry = one of the inventors of DP

} “Strongly-worded” response to the paper
} https://github.com/frankmcsherry/blog/blob/master/posts/2016-

06-14.md

https://github.com/frankmcsherry/blog/blob/master/posts/2016-06-14.md




So… what do we make of this? 
} Model inversion (non-private setting) is a real concern, even if 

an obvious one
} ML models can leak information about training data
} This is due to basic statistics

} No evidence that DP is broken
} Conclusions based on DP models are consistent with DP guarantees

} However: Better tools needed for practitioners to use DP
} E.g., how should I do inference based on noisy data?

} Does DP guarantee that none of my customer data will leak? No


